
El lot
At one time there was not  a IS (International System, for the French a SI which developed the system) 
measurement. Where the meter is the distance light travel in  a vacuum in so many vibration of an 
isotope of cesium. The mass of a kilogram standard kept in France with six others. 

Land measurement was not done by Global Positioning Systems, which a land station to correct any 
errors. GPS does not work in underground mines, and line of sight surveying is stilled used. In Scotland 
in some cases through the forest line of sight surveying was not use so the placed stakes or what was 
called stobs to show the boundaries of a lot. 

Not all the earth surface at one time was under survey. That land which was at one time surveyed and 
had a perimeter was know as a lot, in Scotland though today since the Union of the Crowns, Scotland 
has taken on some of the dialect of England, and some of the Scottish language was passed on to 
English Plantations and still where the word lot is still utilized as a standard language of surveyors 
today, and with some of the rest of America is still very complex for them to precieve.

Lots in American have always be measured in the English measurement of an acre, though in some 
cases the area for land measurement would be the hectacre, which about four hectacres make about a 
square length of a furlong or about ten acres.



Previously to standardizing land, measurement across part of the measuring world would look 
something like this;

This is when a 5x5x7 triangle would be considered a right isosceles triangle. Previously to the Union, 
and previously to 1600.



Mine mapping was still on the surface and underground.



Angles and plumbs were used in surveying along with the following instruments.



This instrument above because of its gravity base was utilized for vertical measurements.



A compass; such as the one above would be used for horizontal measurement. These instruments could 
be used in line of sight surveying only.



Though the English also had an Ell their preferred unit of measurement was a Yard.

The Scandinavian nations of Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and also the nation of Scotland, use a form of 
and Ell to measure.

In Scotland six Ell made a Fall, and an Ell also was used to designate and area of a square ell/el, in a 
manner one would purchase a yard or a metre of carpet.



Basically Howpaslot; would mean a hollow pass through a forest lot. 

In Ettrick, forest (forstar) was a stead, like homestead, farmstead, or home lot, or farm lot, or forest 
stead of forest lot. It can be said there is an interchangeability between stead and lot.



Whether auction, owned, used or otherwise, land in America, takes on the English measurement of 
acre, and the Scottish name pre Union, from measured land called a lot. No a days acreage is preferred 
to acre lot. 

An acreage has English-French etymology, where and ellot would have Scandinavian

  







An Elwand/elwand is a Scottish yard-wand/stick of 37.2 inches. If one is referred to as an yard-stick, it 
means one can measure. The name Elwand may have been bestowed upon an Elwald to say one can 
measure.
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